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So the first slide is just a little scene setting about why we need standards…. In essence
because things aren’t getting better quick enough and this means people’s human rights
are at risk…
Might be useful to reference the old Monitor Risk Assessment Framework and the fact
that all Trusts declared compliance – despite, according to Mencap, 3 people with a
learning disability dying an avoidable death in hospital… Then to possibly note the RAF
has been replaced by the Single Oversight Framework and that the Learning Disability
Standard and metrics tool are to support Trusts to deliver for people with learning
disabilities and their families…
Then to mention that if we set the Standards right, and underpin them with a metrics
toolkit, this has the potential to guide improvement…
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My aim here is to explore the link between quality standards and how services
respond….
A good set of measurable standards should combine evidence, policy priorities and tacit
knowledge and has the potential to act as a knowledge management tool and guide
improvements…
So firstly, whatever we say we will use to measure services establishes a guiding star a
notional ‘zero position’, towards which services will move in order to be judged to be
‘good’ and therefore to ensure their survival…
So if we say that we will measure good on the basis of ‘shoe size’ (clearly not a valid
guiding star!!) we will twist and contort within our recruitment and equal ops process to
employ people with big feet – which of course does nothing to improve the quality of
our services (gaming); or we’ll give people oversized shoes with newspaper stuffed into
the shoes (am I the only one that had my older brother’s hand me downs when I was a
kid!!) – the staff will end up with blisters, lost toenails, bunnions and hammertoes
(unintended consequences)…
The problem is that standards need to be valid. They need to reflect what ‘good’ actually
looks like – otherwise, we risk all manner of weird unintended consequences… Secondly,
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we need to build in procedures for quality measurement that guard against ‘gaming’…
Worst case scenario our guiding star lies in the wring place and we invite gaming!!!
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So basically here’s how we intend the standards and metrics toolkit to help… Might be
useful to link these more fully to the SOF….
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Standards are overwhelming based around person centred care, so useful to mention
Picker Standards – I think the Improvement Measures and metrics align nicely to these…
This gives us confidence that our guiding star will lie in the right place…
No separate slide but should mention alignment to national priorities arising from both
Transforming Care programme and the Health Inequalities agenda… Also alignment to
CQC KLOE’s…
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Think we should be explicit about human rights values base… If people don’t know them
by number, they should download the BIHR guide!!
2 – right to life – linked to DNAR and mortality reviews
2 – freedom from inhuman / degrading treatment – links to safeguarding, good
governance, dignity etc
5 – right to liberty – links to concerns re disproportionate and unnecessary restrictions /
deprivations of liberty
8 – private and family life ‐ self explanatory
14 – prohibition of discrimination – hence equality act…
Again this is central to ensuring our notional ‘zero position; or guiding star lies in the
right place!!!
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Time to think about the basics of quality which is what the standards are about driving.
So three dimensions: structure; process and outcome…
Our metrics recognise that exec teams know about structure, staff know about process
and patients know about outcomes. Important to acknowledge where outcomes of
interest to pateints differ from those of interest to professionals!!
For us any approach to driving quality needs all 3 components and 3 stakeholders…
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So here’s how the thing all hangs together:
Firstly to elements: the Standards document / publication; and then the supporting
metrics toolkit (rubbish term!!)
Three standards apply to all services. One (with two variants: community and hospital)
to specialist Trusts. Standard commissioning definitions apply.
Sat under each standard are a range of Improvement Measures – each of these has
bespoke metrics for execs / managers; staff; users and families… Metrics for each group
tap the same construct but take account of each one’s unique perspective…
The spiders web is a prompt to note that some metrics are relevant to more than one
improvement measure…
Need to note that the metrics will provide boards with assurances that they deliver
services of quality, in a way that safeguards people’s rights. Also, that they have
necessary infrastructure for continuous improvement.
Importantly NHSI will use the metrics to refine its systems so as to ensure it provides the
right support, to the right Trusts, at the right time (rather than after things have gone
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badly wrong!!)
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So a bit about what the data we gather… Manager’s and staff rate according to degree of
compliance now and within the next 6 months… (timescale may get revised to 12
months).
User ratings and metrics yet to be fully defined, as needs full engagement with self
advocates and families first. Likely however to be based on ‘I statements’ some with
rating scales – others just a yes/no…
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An here’s a selection of screenshots of the sorts of analysis we hope to undertake…
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So here’s where we’ve got to and what we’ll be doing next…
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So basically these are the challenges ahead and this is where we want people to step up
with offers to assist…
Might be nice to speculate about future developments: other vulnerable groups, apps,
real time data analysis etc…
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